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Abstract
Let .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm. Suppose that the number of nonconstant (i.e., =D 1) invariant
factors of the polynomial matrix
TIn; 0U − TA;BU
is less than k. For all complex number  denote by
n−.k−1/.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/
the greatest .n− .k − 1//th singular value of the matrix TIn; 0U − TA;BU.
The minimum absolute value of the real function of complex variable
 7! n−.k−1/.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/
gives the distance from .A;B/ to the set of pairs with more or equal number of nonconstant
invariant factors. When k D 1, this specializes in the formula of Eising for the distance from
a controllable pair .A;B/ to the nearest uncontrollable pair.
The complex numbers  lying in the sublevel set f 2 C jn.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ 6 "g of
the function
 7! n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/;
are the uncontrollable modes of all the pairs that are within an " tolerance of .A;B/.
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All the results of this paper are an immediate consequence of the Singular Value Decom-
position of a matrix and of the interpretation of the singular values as the distances to the
nearest matrices of lower ranks. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let .A;B/ 2 Lnm where Lnm VD Cnn  Cnm. This pair of matrices is asso-
ciated with the control linear system Px D Ax C Bu. We call invariant factors of
the pair .A;B/ the invariant factors of the polynomial matrix TIn; 0U − TA;BU D
TIn − A;−BU. It is well-known that a pair .A;B/ is controllable if and only if
its invariant factors are 1; : : : ; 1. Let us denote by i.A;B/ the number of noncon-
stant invariant factors of .A;B/. So, the pair .A;B/ is controllable if and only if
i.A;B/ D 0.
We use here the spectral norm of matrices k  k. For every matrix M 2 Cmn we
will denote by 1.M/; : : : ; q.M/ its singular values placed in nonincreasing order
1.M/ >    > q.M/, where q D minfm;ng.
As it is known the set of controllable pairs is open and dense in Lnm. In 1984
Eising [3] proved that the distance from a controllable pair .A;B/ 2 Lnm to the set
of uncontrollable pairs satisfies the equality
min
.A0;B0/2Lnm
uncontrollable
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D min
2C n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/:
In 1991 Wicks and DeCarlo [12], proved that if the complex number 0 minim-
izes n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/, then 0 is an eigenvalue of an uncontrollable pair whose
distance from TA;BU is the minimum on the left-hand side of the above formula.
In [7] we considered the problem of finding the distance from a square complex
matrix A that has less than k nonconstant ( =D 1) invariant factors to the set of matrices
A0 that have more than or equal to k nonconstant invariant factors. When k D 2,
we obtained in particular the distance from a nonderogatory matrix to the set of
derogatory matrices.
Trefethen [10,11] and Godunov [5] exposed the concept of pseudospectrum or
spectral portrait of a square matrix A: Where are the eigenvalues of all matrices A0
close to A? Here we generalize this to the case of pairs .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm or
pairs .C;A/ 2 Cpn  Cnn. We also answer the question: Where are the eigenval-
ues of geometric multiplicity> k, k a positive integer, of all matrices A0 close to A?
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, given a pair .A;B/ 2 Cnn
Cnm with less than k nonconstant ( =D 1) invariant factors, a nearest pair with more
than or equal to k nonconstant invariant factors is obtained; the same problem for
pairs .C;A/ 2 Cpn  Cnn is solved. In Section 3 the real case of these problems
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when k > n=2 is considered; when k 6 n=2 a counterexample is presented and a
conjecture is formulated in order that the given answer in case k > n=2 remains true.
Finally, in Section 4 the pseudospectrum of eigenvalues of geometric multiplicity
greater than or equal to k of pairs .A;B/ (or .C;A/), and of square matrices A, of
radius " > 0 is analyzed in the light of the results of Section 2.
2. Nearest pair with more nonconstant invariant factors
A complex number  is an eigenvalue or an input decoupling zero (or an un-
controllable mode) of a pair .A;B/ 2 Lnm if rank .TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ < n. So,  is
an eigenvalue of .A;B/ if and only if n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ D 0. Let us denote by
.A;B/ the spectrum or set of eigenvalues of .A;B/. The geometric multiplicity of
an eigenvalue  of the pair .A;B/, denoted by gm .; .A;B//, is the number of ele-
mentary divisors of the form .− /‘ of the polynomial matrix TIn; 0U − TA;BU. It
can be easily proved that gm .; .A;B// D n− rank .TIn; 0U − TA;BU/. For every
complex number z we can define
gm .z; .A;B// VD n− rank .zTIn; 0U − TA;BU/;
so, z is an eigenvalue of .A;B/ if and only if gm .z; .A;B// > 1. Let k be an integer,
1 6 k 6 n, and let Mk be the set of matrix pairs .A;B/ 2 Lnm such that i.A;B/ <
k. This is equivalent to saying that Mk is the set of pairs .A;B/ that have all its
eigenvalues with geometric multiplicity < k. Thus, .A;B/ 2Mk if and only if for
all  2 .A;B/ we have rank .TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ > n− k. As the eigenvalues of a
pair .A;B/ depend continuously on .A;B/, we deduce that the set Mk is open in
Lnm. In consequence the set of pairs .A;B/ such that i.A;B/ > k is closed. The set
Mk is also dense in Lnm because it contains the controllable pairs. We want to obtain
the distance from a pair .A;B/ such that i.A;B/ < k to the complementary set of
Mk; that is to say, we want to obtain
min
.A0;B0/2Lnm
i.A0;B0/> k
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk:
An answer to this question is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let k be an integer such that 1 6 k 6 n. Let .A;B/ 2 Lnm be such
that i.A;B/ < k. Then
min
.A0;B0/2Lnm
i.A0;B0/> k
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D min
2C n−.k−1/.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/:
Moreover, if 0 is a complex number where the minimum of n−.k−1/.TIn; 0U −
TA;BU/ is attained, then a pair .A0; B 0/ which minimizes kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk where
.A0; B 0/ has k or more nonconstant invariant factors, is given by
TA0; B 0U VD TA;BU C sn−.k−1/un−.k−1/vn−.k−1/ C    C sn−1un−1vn−1
Csnunvn;
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where
si ; ui; vi ; i D n− .k − 1/; : : : ; n− 1; n;
are the kth last singular values and left singular vectors, and the .n− .k − 1//th; : : : ;
.n− 1/th, nth right singular vectors that appear in a singular value decomposition of
the matrix 0TIn; 0U − TA;BU. And 0 is also an eigenvalue of .A0; B 0/ of geometric
multiplicity equal to k.
Proof. This proof is analogous to that of [7, Theorem 4.1].
Let  2 C and let us define
Nk;:D f.X; Y / 2 Lnm: rank.TIn; 0U − TX;Y U/ < n− k C 1g:
Then the complementary ofMk with respect to Lnm is
Mck D
[
2C
Nk;:
Therefore, if we define
C VD fkTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk: .A0; B 0/ 2Mckg
and
C VD fkTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk: .A0; B 0/ 2Nk;g
then
C D
[
2C
C:
Since 0 is a lower bound of C and of C for every  2 C, by [2, statement (2.3.6)]
we have that
inf C D inf
 [
2C
C
!
D inf
2C.infC/: (1)
Moreover, for every  2 C
inf C D min
.A0;B 0/2Nk;
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk; (2)
becauseNk; is a closed set.
By [6, Theorem 2.5.2, p. 73], for every  2 C it holds
n−kC1.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ D min
.X;Y /2Lnm
rank TX;Y U<n−kC1
k.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/− TX;Y Uk:
If TX;Y U is an n .nCm/ complex matrix such that rank TX;Y U < n− k C 1,
let us define TX0; Y 0U VD TIn; 0U − TX;Y U, that is to say, TX;Y U D TIn; 0U − TX0; Y 0U
and, since rank .TIn; 0U − TX0; Y 0U/ < n− k C 1, it follows that .X0; Y 0/ 2Nk;
and conversely, if .X0; Y 0/ 2Nk; and TX;Y U VD TIn; 0U − TX0; Y 0U, then rank
TX;Y U < n− k C 1.
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Therefore
n−kC1.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/
D min
.X0;Y 0/2Nk;
k.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/− .TIn; 0U − TX0; Y 0U/k
D min
.X0;Y 0/2Nk;
kTX0; Y 0U − TA;BUk;
or equivalently
n−kC1.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ D min
.A0;B 0/2Nk;
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk: (3)
By (1)–(3) we deduce
min
.A0;B 0/2Mck
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D inf
2Cn−kC1.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/: (4)
Let us define the function f ./ VD n−kC1.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ from C to R. It is
well known (see [9, p. 143; 8, Theorem 3.3.16, p. 178]) that this is a continuous
function. Then if we prove
limjj!1 f ./ D 1; (5)
we conclude that we can put min in place of inf in (4), that is to say, we obtain
min
.A0;B 0/2Mck
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D min
2C n−kC1.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/;
which is the equality we wanted to prove. Now, let us prove (5) by proving that
n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/!1 when jj ! 1.
In our paper [7] we have proved that n.I − A/!1 when j  j! 1: And
by the interlacing inequalities for singular values of a matrix and a submatrix [8,
Corollary 3.1.3, p. 149] we have that
n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ > n.I − A/:
Therefore we obtain n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/!1 when jj ! 1:
In order to prove the second part of the theorem, let us consider 0 a complex
number where the minimum of n−.k−1/.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ is attained. By the sin-
gular value decomposition theorem there exist unitary matrices U D Tu1; : : : ; unU 2
Cnn and V D Tv1; : : : ; vnCmU 2 C.nCm/.nCm/ such that
U.0TIn; 0U − TA;BU/V D Tdiag.s1; : : : ; sn−k; sn−kC1; : : : ; sn/; 0U:
Let us define
TA0; B 0U VD TA;BU C sn−.k−1/un−.k−1/vn−.k−1/ C    C snunvn; (6)
where
si ; ui; vi ; i D n− .k − 1/; : : : ; n;
are the k last singular values and left singular vectors, and the .n− .k − 1//th, . . . ,nth
right singular vectors which appear in the singular value decomposition of the matrix
0TIn; 0U − TA;BU.
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Since f ./ VD n−kC1.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ then
f .0/ D n−kC1.0TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ D sn−kC1;
so that we have to prove that kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D sn−kC1.
Now then, from (6)
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D ksn−kC1un−kC1vn−kC1 C    C snunvnk:
Since the spectral norm is unitarily invariant we have
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D kU.sn−kC1un−kC1vn−kC1 C    C snunvn/V k
and an easy computation gives
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUkD
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
26666664
0 0    0
ð
0
sn−kC1
ð
sn 0    0
37777775
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Dsn−kC1;
as we wanted to prove.
Finally we want to show that 0 is an eigenvalue of .A0; B 0/ such that the geomet-
ric multiplicity of 0 for .A0; B 0/ is equal to k.
From (6) we have
U.0TIn; 0U − TA0; B 0U/V
D U.0TIn; 0U − TA;BU/V − sn−kC1Uun−kC1vn−kC1V −    − snUunvnV
and an easy computation yields
U.0TIn; 0U − TA0; B 0U/V D
26666664
s1 0    0
ð
sn−k
0
ð
0 0    0
37777775 :
(7)
Since .A;B/ 2Mk we have that for all  2 C rank .TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ > n−
k. Thus, in particular rank .0TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ > n− k C 1 and sn−kC1 D n−kC1
.0TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ > 0. Therefore sn−k > 0 and by (7)
rank .0TIn; 0U − TA0; B 0U/ D n− k:
In consequence, 0 2 .A0; B 0/ and the geometric multiplicity of 0 for .A0; B 0/
is equal to k, as we wanted to prove. 
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Particular cases:
Case 1: k D 1. In this case i.A;B/ < 1, what is equivalent to i.A;B/ D 0: .A;B/
is a controllable pair. The first formula in Theorem 2.1 is Eising’s formula for the
distance from a controllable pair to the nearest uncontrollable pair.
Case 2: k D n. Now we have i.A;B/ < n, and the first formula in Theorem 2.1 is
min
.A0;B0/2Lnm
i.A0;B0/>n
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D min
2C 1.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/:
But i.A0; B 0/ > n is equivalent to i.A0; B 0/ D n; so the invariant factors of .A0; B 0/
are
f1./ j f2./ j    j fn./;
where the degree of f1./ is equal to 1. Thus there exists an  2 C such that f1./ D
− . Therefore, fi./ D −  for every i D 1; 2; : : : ; n. Passing from .A0; B 0/ to
its Brunovsky canonical form we see that .A0; B 0/ D .In; 0/. Thus,
min
.A0;B0/2Lnm
i.A0;B0/>n
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D min
2C kTIn; 0U − TA;BUk
D min
2C 1.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/;
therefore the formula is obvious in this case.
These results are also true for pairs .C;A/ 2 Lpn, where Lpn VD Cpn  Cnn.
Let us write them briefly. These pairs of matrices are associated with the linear
systems
Px D Ax;
y D Cx:
A complex number  is an eigenvalue or an output decoupling zero of a pair
.C;A/ 2 Lpn if
rank



In
0

−

A
C

< n:
So,  is an eigenvalue of .C;A/ if and only if
n



In
0

−

A
C

D 0:
Let us denote by .C;A/ the spectrum or set of eigenvalues of .C;A/. The geometric
multiplicity of an eigenvalue  of the pair .C;A/, denoted by gm .; .C;A//, is the
number of elementary divisors of the form .− /‘ of the polynomial matrix


In
0

−

A
C

:
It can be easily proved that
gm .; .C;A// D n− rank



In
0

−

A
C

:
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We call invariant factors of the pair .C;A/ the invariant factors of the polynomial
matrix


In
0

−

A
C

:
It is well known that a pair .C;A/ is observable if and only if its invariant factors
are 1; : : : ; 1. Let us denote by i .C;A/ the number of nonconstant invariant factors
of .C;A/. So, the pair .C;A/ is observable if and only if i .C;A/ D 0.
Theorem 2.2. Let k be an integer such that 1 6 k 6 n. Let .C;A/ 2 Lpn be such
that i.C;A/ < k. Then
min
.C0;A0/2Lpn
i.C0;A0/>k
∥∥∥∥A0C0

−

A
C
∥∥∥∥ D min2C n−.k−1/



In
0

−

A
C

:
Moreover, if 0 is a complex number where the minimum of
n−.k−1/



In
0

−

A
C

is attained, then a pair .C0; A0/ which minimizes∥∥∥∥A0C0

−

A
C
∥∥∥∥
where .C0; A0/ has k or more nonconstant invariant factors, is given by
A0
C0

VD

A
C

C sn−.k−1/un−.k−1/vn−.k−1/ C    C sn−1un−1vn−1 C snunvn;
where
si ; vi ; ui i D n− .k − 1/; : : : ; n− 1; n;
are the kth last singular values and right singular vectors, and the .n− .k − 1//th,
: : : ; .n− 1/th, nth left singular vectors that appear in a singular value decomposi-
tion of the matrix
0

In
0

−

A
C

:
And 0 is also an eigenvalue of .C0; A0/ of geometric multiplicity equal to k.
When k D 1 this theorem gives Eising’s formula for the distance from an observ-
able pair to the nearest unobservable pair.
3. Real pairs
If we put everywhere R instead of C we can see that the following theorem is true
when k > n=2:
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Theorem 3.1. Let k be an integer such that k > n=2. Let .A;B/ 2 Rnn  Rnm
such that i.A;B/ < k. Then
min
.A0;B0/2RnnRnm
i.A0;B0/>k
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D min
2R n−.k−1/.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/:
Moreover, if 0 is a real number where the minimum of n−.k−1/.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/
over the real numbers is attained, then a real matrix pair .A0; B 0/ which minimizes
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk where .A0; B 0/ has k or more nonconstant invariant factors, is
given by
TA0; B 0U VD TA;BU C sn−.k−1/un−.k−1/vTn−.k−1/ C    C sn−1un−1vTn−1 C snunvTn ;
where
si ; ui; vi i D n− .k − 1/; : : : ; n− 1; n;
are the kth last singular values and left singular vectors, and the .n− .k − 1//th; : : : ;
.n− 1/th, nth right singular vectors that appear in a singular value decomposition of
the matrix 0TIn; 0U − TA;BU. And 0 is also an eigenvalue of .A0; B 0/ of geometric
multiplicity equal to k. Here T denotes transpose.
Proof. This proof is analogous to that of [7, Theorem 4.3].
Let  2 R and let us define
Pk; VD f.A0; B 0/ 2 Rnn  Rnm: rank.TIn; 0U − TA0; B 0U/ 6 n− kg
and
Pk VD f.A0; B 0/ 2 Rnn  Rnm: i.A0; B 0/ > kg:
Let us prove that
Pk D
[
2R
Pk;:
If .A0; B 0/ 2 Pk; for some  2 R then .A0; B 0/ 2 Pk by the previous definitions.
If .A0; B 0/ 2 Pk there is a complex number 0 such that the geometric multipli-
city of 0 for .A0; B 0/ is > k. Let us suppose that 0 2 CnR. Then, the geometric
multiplicity of the conjugate number, 0, for .A0; B 0/ is > k. But this is impossible
because k > n=2 and 2k > n, and n .nCm/ is the size of the matrix TA0; B 0U. In
consequence 0 2 R and .A0; B 0/ 2 Pk;0 , as we wanted to prove.
Now we go on defining
C VD fkTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk: .A0; B 0/ 2 Pkg
and for each  2 R
C VD fkTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk: .A0; B 0/ 2 Pk;g:
Then
C D
[
2R
C
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and as we did in Theorem 2.1
minC D min
 [
2R
C
!
D min
2R.minC/ D min2R n−kC1.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/
because [6, Theorem 2.5.2, p. 73] holds for K D R. For this same reason, the second
part of the theorem follows like in Theorem 2.1. 
A theorem, similar to Theorem 3.1, is true for real pairs .C;A/.
Theorem 3.1 is not true in general when k 6 n=2. In particular, it is false for
k D 1: Let .A;B/ 2 Rnn  Rnm be a controllable pair, then
min
.A0;B0/2RnnRnm
uncontrollable
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D min
2R n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/:
This formula is asserted by Boley and Lu without a proof in a paper of 1986 [1,
Theorem 3, p. 250]. But in general it is false, as it can be seen by means of the
following counterexample: Let
A VD

0 2
−2 0

; B VD

1
0

:
Then
rank TB;ABU D rank

1 0
0 −2

D 2:
So, .A;B/ is a controllable pair.
Take A0 VD A and B 0 VD

0
0

; then .A0; B 0/ is uncontrollable and
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D k

0 0 1
0 0 0

k D 1:
But
TI2; 0U − TA;BU D TI2 − A;−BU D

 −2 −1
2  0

;
which implies that
TI2 − A;−BUTI2 − A;−BUT D

2 C 5 0
0 2 C 4

:
So, 1.TI2; 0U − TA;BU/ D
p
2 C 5 and 2.TI2; 0U − TA;BU/ D
p
2 C 4.
Therefore,
min
2R 2.TI2; 0U − TA;BU/ D min2R
p
2 C 4 D 2:
So, the above-mentioned equality is false.
This example also seems to contradict the second formula of (2.13) in [4], where
– unless a possible erratum – it is asserted that
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R;1.A;B/ D min
2R min.A− I; B/;
R;1.A;B/ being the Frobenius norm of a minimal real rank-one perturbation
.A; B/ such that the real pair .AC A;B C B/ is uncontrollable.
Perhaps, what Boley and Lu meant by the formula in their paper was the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let .A;B/ 2 Rnn  Rnm be a controllable pair, then
min
.A0;B0/2RnnRnm
.A0;B0/\R =D;
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D min
2R n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/:
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.1.
Let us define
P VD f.A0; B 0/ 2 Rnn  Rnm: .A0; B 0/ \ R =D ;g:
Let  2 R and
P VD f.A0; B 0/ 2 Rnn  Rnm: rank.TIn; 0U − TA0; B 0U/ < ng:
Then
P D
[
2R
P:
Therefore, if we define
C VD fkTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk: .A0; B 0/ 2 Pg
and
C VD fkTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk: .A0; B 0/ 2 Pg
then
C D
[
2R
C:
Following like in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have that
min CDmin
 [
2R
C
!
Dmin
2R.minC/ D min2R.n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU//: 
Remark. When k 6 n=2 the first equality in Theorem 3.1 is true if
min
2R n−.k−1/.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ D min2C n−.k−1/.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/:
Because if 0 2 R is a point where the absolute minimum of the function, defined
on R,
 7! n−.k−1/.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/
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is attained, then 0 is a point where the absolute minimum of the function, defined
on C,
 7! n−.k−1/.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/
is also attained.
Thus the matrix 0TIn; 0U − TA;BU is real. Therefore, by the second part of The-
orem 2.1 the matrix TA0; B 0U where the minimum
min
.A0;B0/2CnnCnm
i.A0;B0/>k
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk
is attained, is also real. In consequence,
min
.A0;B0/2CnnCnm
i.A0;B0/>k
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk D min
.A0;B0/2RnnRnm
i.A0;B0/>k
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk:
Hence by the first equality in Theorem 2.1 we obtain the first equality in The-
orem 3.1.
This is the case of the following example:
Let
A VD

0 0
2 0

and B VD

1
0

:
The pair .A;B/ is controllable.
The absolute minimum of the function
 7! 2.TI2; 0U − TA;BU/
when  2 R is attained at the points  D p7=4 and  D −p7=4 and its value isp
15=4  0:9682; and when  runs over C the absolute minimum is attained at every
point of the circle j  jD p7=4, and there is a relative maximum at  D 0.
Notwithstanding, a possible sufficient condition is the following one:
In the case of k 6 n=2 we guess that the first equality in Theorem 3.1 is valid
when the function, defined on R,
x 7! n−.k−1/.xTIn; 0U − TA;BU/
attains its absolute minimum at a single point x0 and the function, defined on R2,
.x; y/ 7! n−.k−1/..x C yi/TIn; 0U − TA;BU/
is convex in a neighbourhood of the point .x0; 0/. For this it is sufficient that the
Hessian matrix of the function at this point is nonnegative definite – when the .n−
.k − 1//th singular value of x0TIn; 0U − TA;BU is simple.
4. Pseudospectrum
Where are the eigenvalues of all pairs .A0; B 0/ that are sufficiently close to a
pair .A;B/? More in general, where are the eigenvalues of geometric multiplicity
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greater than or equal to k of all pairs .A0; B 0/ sufficiently close to a pair .A;B/? This
question contains the first one in the case k D 1.
The answer is given in Theorem 4.1. Let .A0; B 0/ 2 Lnm and k be an integer,
1 6 k 6 n. We denote Sk.A0; B 0/ VD f 2 .A0; B 0/ j gm .; .A0; B 0// > kg.
Theorem 4.1. Let .A;B/ 2 Lnm and k be an integer, 1 6 k 6 n. For every real
number " > 0, we have
f 2 C j n−.k−1/.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ 6 "g D
[
.A0;B0/2Lnm
kTA0;B0 U−TA;BUk6"
Sk.A
0; B 0/:
Proof. If " D 0, the theorem is obvious. So, we suppose that " > 0. Let z 2 C such
that n−.k−1/.zTIn; 0U − TA;BU/ 6 ". Then there exists a matrix TF;GU 2 Cn.nCm/
with rank TF;GU < n− k C 1 such that
k.zTIn; 0U − TA;BU/− TF;GUk
D min
rank TF 0;G0U<n−kC1
k.zTIn; 0U − TA;BU/− TF 0;G0Uk
D n−kC1.zTIn; 0U − TA;BU/:
Let TA0; B 0U VD zTIn; 0U − TF;GU. Then
rank .zTIn; 0U − TA0; B 0U/ D rank TF;GU < n− k C 1;
so, k 6 n− rank .zTIn; 0U − TA0; B 0U/ and, therefore, z 2 .A0; B 0/ and
gm .z; .A0; B 0// > k. Hence, z 2 Sk.A0; B 0/.
Moreover,
kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUkDkzTIn; 0U − TF;GU − TA;BUk
Dn−kC1.zTIn; 0U − TA;BU/:
This implies
z 2
[
kTA0;B 0U−TA;BUk6"
Sk.A
0; B 0/:
Reciprocally, if z 2 Sk.A0; B 0/ for a pair .A0; B 0/ such that kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk 6
", it follows that z 2 .A0; B 0/ and gm .z; .A0; B 0// > k; this implies that
rank .zTIn; 0U − TA0; B 0U/ < n− k C 1. Thus,
" > kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUkDkzTIn; 0U − TA;BU − .zTIn; 0U − TA0; B 0U/k
>n−kC1.zTIn; 0U − TA;BU/I
hence,
n−kC1.zTIn; 0U − TA;BU/ 6 ":
In consequence,
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.A0;B0/2Lnm
kTA0;B0 U−TA;BUk6"
Sk.A
0; B 0/  fz 2 CV n−kC1.zTIn; 0U − TA;BU/ 6 "g: 
If i.A;B/ < k and " is less than the absolute minimum of the function
 7! n−.k−1/.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/;
from Theorem 2.1 it is clear that the left- and right-hand sides of the formula in the
last theorem are the empty set.
Corollary 4.2. Let .A;B/ 2 Lnm. For every real number " > 0, we have
f 2 C j n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ 6 "g D
[
.A0;B0/2Lnm
kTA0;B0 U−TA;BUk6"
 .A0; B 0/:
By analogy with the square matrix case, we will call pseudospectrum of .A;B/
of radius " the set f 2 C j n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/ 6 "g. It is a sublevel set of the
function
 7! n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/:
When .A;B/ has eigenvalues, let us say 1; : : : ; d , then for small values of " the
pseudospectrum consists of the union of small regions around the points 1; : : : ; d .
As " increases these regions are more and more large until two of them coalesce
for the first time. Finally all regions join in a unique large region. The knowledge
of these regions has great importance in practice; for example to assess if a system
Px D Ax C Bu is stabilizable when .A;B/ is known within an " tolerance.
In the case that .A;B/ is controllable, it does not have eigenvalues and when " is
less than the absolute minimum of the function
 7! n.TIn; 0U − TA;BU/;
the pseudospectrum is empty; but this minimum value is equal to the distance from
.A;B/ to the nearest uncontrollable pair, so, if kTA0; B 0U − TA;BUk 6 " then the pair
.A0; B 0/ is also controllable and the union[
.A0;B0/2Lnm
kTA0;B0 U−TA;BUk6"
 .A0; B 0/
is empty as well.
Analogously for a pair .C;A/ 2 Lpn, where Lpn VD Cpn  Cnn, we have the
following results.
Theorem 4.3. Let .C;A/ 2 Lpn and k be an integer, 1 6 k 6 n. For every nonneg-
ative real number ", we have
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 2 C j n−.k−1/



In
0

−

A
C

6 "

D
[
.C0;A0/2Lpn∥∥∥∥∥
0B@A0
C0
1CA−
0B@A
C
1CA
∥∥∥∥∥6"
Sk.C
0; A0/;
where Sk.C0; A0/ is the set of eigenvalues of the pair .C0; A0/ 2 Lpn that have geo-
metric multiplicity greater than or equal to k.
Corollary 4.4. Let .C;A/ 2 Lpn. For every real number " > 0, we have
 2 C j n



In
0

−

A
C

6 "

D
[
.C0;A0/2Lpn∥∥∥∥∥
0B@A0
C0
1CA−
0B@A
C
1CA
∥∥∥∥∥6"
 .C0; A0/;
where .C0; A0/ is the set of eigenvalues of the pair .C0; A0/ 2 Lpn.
The knowledge of the sublevel region
 2 C j n



In
0

−

A
C

6 "

;
is also important to assess if a system
Px D Ax
y D Cx
is detectable when .C;A/ is known within an " tolerance.
In the case that .C;A/ is observable, it does not have eigenvalues, and when " is
less than the absolute minimum of the function
 7! n



In
0

−

A
C

;
the pseudospectrum of .C;A/ of radius " is empty; but this minimum value is equal
to the distance from .C;A/ to the nearest unobservable pair, so, if∥∥∥∥A0C0

−

A
C
∥∥∥∥ 6 "
then the pair .C0; A0/ is also observable and the union[
.C0;A0/2Lpn∥∥∥∥∥
0B@A0
C0
1CA−
0B@A
C
1CA
∥∥∥∥∥6"
 .C0; A0/
is empty as well.
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A theorem similar to Theorem 4.1 can be proved for square matrices.
Theorem 4.5. Let A 2 Cnn and k be an integer, 1 6 k 6 n. For every real number
" > 0, we have
f 2 C j n−.k−1/.In − A/ 6 "g D
[
A02Cnn
kA0−Ak6"
Sk.A
0/;
where Sk.A0/ denotes the set of eigenvalues of geometric multiplicity> k of A0.
For k D 1 this theorem produces the known result about the pseudospectra or
spectral portraits of a square matrix [10,5].
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